Conventional topic modeling schemes, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation, are known to perform inadequately when applied to tweets, due to the sparsity of short documents. To alleviate these disadvantages, we apply several pooling techniques, aggregating similar tweets into individual documents, and specifically study the aggregation of tweets sharing authors or hashtags. The results show that aggregating similar tweets into individual documents significantly increases topic coherence.
Introduction
Due to the tremendous amount of data broadcasted on microblog sites like Twitter, extracting information from microblogs has turned out to be useful for establishing the public opinion on different issues. O'Connor et al. (2010) found a correlation between word frequencies in Twitter and public opinion surveys in politics. Analyzing tweets (Twitter messages) over a timespan can give great insights into what happened during that time, as people tend to tweet about what concerns them and their surroundings. Many influential people post messages on Twitter, and investigating the relation between the underlying topics of different authors' messages could yield interesting results about people's interests. One could for example compare the topics different politicians tend to talk about to obtain a greater understanding of their similarities and differences. Twitter has an abundance of messages, and the enormous amount of tweets posted every second makes Twitter suitable for such tasks. However, detecting topics in tweets can be a challenging task due to their informal type of language and since tweets usually are more incoherent than traditional documents. The community has also spawned user-generated metatags, like hashtags and mentions, that have analytical value for opinion mining.
The paper describes a system aimed at discovering trending topics and events in a corpus of tweets, as well as exploring the topics of different Twitter users and how they relate to each other. Utilizing Twitter metadata mitigates the disadvantages tweets typically have when using standard topic modeling methods; user information as well as hashtag co-occurrences can give a lot of insight into what topics are currently trending.
The rest of the text is outlined as follows: Section 2 describes the topic modeling task and some previous work in the field, while Section 3 outlines our topic modeling strategies, and Section 4 details a set of experiments using these. Section 5 then discusses and sums up the results, before pointing to some directions for future research.
Topic modeling
Topic models are statistical methods used to represent latent topics in document collections. These probabilistic models usually present topics as multinomial distributions over words, assuming that each document in a collection can be described as a mixture of topics. The language used in tweets is often informal, containing grammatically creative text, slang, emoticons and abbreviations, making it more difficult to extract topics from tweets than from more formal text.
The 2015 International Workshop on Semantic Evaluation (SemEval) presented a task on Topic-Based Message Polarity Classification, similar to the topic of this paper. The most successful systems used text preprocessing and standard methods: Boag et al. (2015) took a supervised learning approach using linear SVM (Support Vector Machines), heavily focused on feature engineering, to reach the best performance of all. Plotnikova et al. (2015) came in second utilizing another supervised method, Maximum Entropy, with lexicon and emoticon scores and trigrams, while essentially ignoring topics, which is interesting given the task. Zhang et al. (2015) differed from the other techniques by focusing on word embedding features, as well as the traditional textual features, but argued that to only extend the model with the word embeddings did not necessarily significantly improve results.
Although the informal language and sparse text make it difficult to retrieve the underlying topics in tweets, Weng et al. (2010) previously found that Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) produced decent results on tweets. LDA (Blei et al., 2003) is an unsupervised probabilistic model which generates mixtures of latent topics from a collection of documents, where each mixture of topics produces words from the collection's vocabulary with certain probabilities. A distribution over topics is first sampled from a Dirichlet distribution, and a topic is chosen based on this distribution. Each document is modeled as a distribution over topics, with topics represented as distributions over words (Blei, 2012) . Koltsova and Koltcov (2013) used LDA mainly on topics regarding Russian presidential elections, but also on recreational and other topics, with a dataset of all posts by 2,000 LiveJournal bloggers. Despite the broad categories, LDA showed its robustness by correctly identifying 30-40% of the topics. Sotiropoulos et al. (2014) obtained similar results on targeted sentiment towards topics related to two US telecommunication firms, while Waila et al. (2013) identified sociopolitical events and entities during the Arab Spring, to find global sentiment towards these.
The Author-topic model (Rosen-Zvi et al., 2004) is an LDA extension taking information about an author into account: for each word in a document d, an author from the document's set of authors is chosen at random. A topic t is then chosen from a distribution over topics specific to the author, and the word is generated from that topic. The model gives information about the diversity of the topics covered by an author, and makes it possible to calculate the distance between the topics covered by different authors, to see how similar they are in their themes and topics.
Topic modeling algorithms have gained increased attention in modeling tweets. However, tweets pose some difficulties because of their sparseness, as the short documents might not contain sufficient data to establish satisfactory term co-occurrences. Therefore, pooling techniques (which involve aggregating related tweets into individual documents) might improve the results produced by standard topic model methods. Pooling techniques include, among others, aggregation of tweets that share hashtags and aggregation of tweets that share author. Hong and Davison (2010) compare the LDA topic model with an Author-topic model for tweets, finding that the topics learned from these methods differ from each other. By aggregating tweets written by an author into one individual document, they mitigate the disadvantages caused by the sparse nature of tweets. Moreover, Quan et al. (2015) present a solution for topic modeling for sparse documents, finding that automatic text aggregation during topic modeling is able to produce more interpretable topics from short texts than standard topic models.
Extracting topic models
Topic models can be extracted in several ways, in addition to the LDA-based methods and SemEval methods outlined above. Specifically, here three sources of information are singled out for this purpose: topic model scores, topic clustering, and hashtags.
Topic model scoring
The unsupervised nature of topic discovery makes the assessment of topic models challenging. Quantitative metrics do not necessarily provide accurate reflections of a human's perception of a topic model, and hence a variety of evaluation metrics have been proposed.
The UMass coherence metric (Mimno et al., 2011) 
with (w 1 , ..., w M ) being the M most probable words in the topic, D(w) the number of documents that contain word w, and D(w m , w l ) the number of documents that contain both words w m and w l . The metric utilizes word co-occurrence statistics gathered from the corpus, which ideally already should be accounted for in the topic model. Mimno et al. (2011) achieved reasonable results when comparing the scores obtained by this measure with human scoring on a corpus of 300,000 health journal abstracts.
However, statistical methods cannot model a human's perception of the coherence in a topic model perfectly, so human judgement is commonly used to evaluate topic models. Chang et al. (2009) propose two tasks where humans can evaluate topic models: Word intrusion lets humans measure the coherence of the topics in a model by evaluating the latent space in the topics. The human subject is presented with six words, and the task is to find the intruder, which is the one word that does not belong with the others. The idea is that the subject should easily identify that word when the set of words minus the intruder makes sense together. In topic intrusion, subjects are shown a document's title along with the first few words of the document and four topics. Three of those are the highest probability topics assigned to the document, while the intruder topic is chosen randomly.
In addition to these methods, we introduce a way to evaluate author-topic models, specifically with the Twitter domain in mind. A topic mixture for each author is obtained from the model. The human subjects should know the authors in advance, and have a fair understanding of which topics the authors are generally interested in. The subjects are then presented a list of authors, along with topic distributions for each author (represented by the 10 most probable topics, with each topic given by its 10 most probable words). The task of the subject is to deduce which topic distribution belongs to which author. The idea is that coherent topics would make it easy to recognize authors from a topic mixture, as author interests would be reflected by topic probabilities.
Clustering tweets
An important task related to topic modeling is determining the number of clusters, k, to use for the model. There is usually not a single correct optimal value: too few clus-ters will produce topics that are overly broad and too many clusters will result in overlapping or too similar topics. The Elbow method can be used to estimate the optimal number of clusters, by running k-means clustering on the dataset for different values of k, and then calculating the sum of squared error
For text datasets, Can and Ozkarahan (1990) propose that the number of clusters can be expressed by the formula mn t , where m is the number of documents, n the number of terms, and t the number of non-zero entries in the document by term matrix. Greene et al. (2014) introduce a term-centric stability analysis strategy, assuming that a topic model with an optimal number of clusters is more robust to deviations in the dataset. However, they validated the method on news articles, that are much longer and usually more coherent than tweets. Greene et al. (2014) released a Python implementation 1 of the stability analysis approach, which we used to predict the optimal number of clusters for a Twitter dataset.
To estimate the number of topics in a tweet corpus, stability analysis was applied to 10,000 tweets posted on January 27, 2016, using a [2, 10] k range for the number of topics. An initial topic model was generated from the whole dataset. Proceedingly, τ random subsets of the dataset were generated, with one topic model per k value for each subset S 1 , ..., S τ . The stability score for a k value is generated by computing the mean agreement score between a reference set S 0 and a sample ranking set S i for k: ∑ τ i=1 agree(S 0 , S i ) (Greene et al., 2014) . The number of terms to consider, t, also affects the agreement. A t value of 20 indicates that the top 10 terms for each topic were used. The stability scores were overall low, e.g., t = 20 ranging from 0.43 at k = 2 to 0.31 at k = 10. The low scores 1 https://github.com/derekgreene/topic-stability are likely caused by the sparse and noisy data in tweets, as this method was originally used for longer, more coherent documents. The method's estimation of number of topics is therefore not a good indication of the number of underlying topics in Twitter corpora.
Good results have been achieved by using a higher number of topics for tweets than what is needed for larger, more coherent corpora, since short messages and the diverse themes in tweets require more topics. Hong and Davison (2010) use a range of topics for tweets from 20 to 150, obtaining the best results for t = 50, although the chance of duplicate or overlapping topics increase with the amount of topics.
Hashtags
Tweets have user-generated metatags that can aid the topic and sentiment analysis. A hashtag is a term or an abbreviation preceded by the hash mark (#). Being labels that users tag their messages with, they serve as indicators of which underlying topics are contained in a tweet. Moreover, hashtags can help discover emerging events and breaking news, by looking at new or uncommon hashtags that suddenly rise in attention. We here present the usage of hashtag co-occurrences to divulge the hidden thematic structure in a corpus, using a collection of 3 million tweets retrieved during the Super Bowl game, February 7th, 2016.
Hashtag co-occurrences show how hashtags appear together in tweets. Since different hashtags appearing in the same tweet usually share the underlying topics, a hashtag co-occurence graph might give interesting information regarding the topics central to the tweet. Looking at which hashtags co-occur with the hashtag #SuperBowl gives us more information about other important themes and topics related to Super Bowl. lated to the Super Bowl. Interestingly, (Denver) Broncos, the winning team of the match, was the 5th most mentioned hashtag, while the losing team (Carolina) Panthers only was the 17th most popular hashtag that day. Some hashtags are related to a topic without it being apparent, since it requires further knowledge to understand how they are related: "Keep Pounding" is a quote by the late Carolina Panthers player and coach Sam Mills.
Hashtag co-occurrences help reveal such related hashtags, and hashtag-graph based topic models have been found to enhance the semantic relations displayed by standard topic model techniques (Wang et al., 2014) . Figure 1 displays the 20 most co-occurring hashtags in a co-occurrence network for the Super Bowl corpus. Three clusters of hashtags emerge, with Super Bowl related hashtags forming the largest. Related topics and terms become more apparent when displayed in a co-occurrence graph like this, with KeepPounding and SB50 being the 8th most cooccurring hashtag pair, and the artists Beyonce and Coldplay appearing in the Super Bowl cluster since they performed during the halftime show. The graph also indicates EsuranceSweepstakes to be related to Super Bowl, and indeed the company Esurance run an ad during the match, encouraging people to tweet using the hashtag EsuranceSpeestakes.
Another cluster consists of the three hash- Figure 1 : Hashtag co-occurrence network tags votelauramarano, KCA and VoteArianaGrande. KCA is an abbreviation of Kid's Choice Awards, an annual award show where people can vote for their favorite television, movie and music acts, by tweeting the hashtag KCA with a specific nominee-specific voting hashtag (e.g., VoteArianaGrande).
Topic Modeling Experiments
Extending the studies of the previous section, a set of experiments related to topic modeling were conducted, comparing a standard LDA topic model to a hashtag-aggregated model, and comparing two author-topic models.
Hashtag-aggregated topic model
A pooling technique that involves aggregating tweets sharing hashtags was applied, the assumption being that tweets that share hashtags also share underlying topics. The main goal of this method is the same as for the Author-topic model and other pooling techniques; alleviating the disadvantages of short documents by aggregating documents that are likely to share latent topics. Some restrictions were introduced: only single-hashtag tweets were used, and only hashtags that appeared in at least 20 of the documents in the corpus. Table 2 shows a sample of the resulting topics. They appear more coherent than the topics generated on tweets as individual documents, even though many of the less probable words in each topic might seem somewhat random. It is, however, easier to get an un- Table 2 : Four topics after hashtag aggregation derstanding of the underlying topics conveyed in the tweets, and aggregating tweets sharing hashtags can produce more coherence than a topic model generated by single tweets as documents. The UMass coherence scores for the topics in this topic model are also much higher than for standard LDA, as shown in Figure 2 .
Author-topic model experiments
Tweets from six popular Twitter users were obtained through the Twitter API, selecting users known for tweeting about different topics, so that the results would be distinguishable. Barack Obama would be expected to tweet mainly about topics related to politics, while the astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson would assumingly tweet about sciencerelated topics. The themes communicated by Obama and Donald Trump ought to be similar, both being politicians, while the inventor Elon Musk ought to show similarities with Tyson. Tweets from two pop artists, Justin Bieber and Taylor Swift, were also included and expected not to share many topics with the other users. To obtain tweets reflecting the author's interests and views, all retweets and quote tweets were discarded, as well as tweets containing media or URLs. Two approaches to author topic-modeling were compared, based on Rosen-Zvi et al. (2004) and on Hong and Davison (2010) , respectively. Ten topics were generated from the RosenZvi et al. (2004) author-topic model, each topic being represented by the 10 most probable words. The resulting topics are reasonably coherent, and can be seen in Table 3 . The quality of an author-topic model can be measured in its ability to accurately portray the user's interests. A person that has knowledge of which themes and topics a user usually talks about, should be able to recognize the user by their topic distribution. Eight persons were shown topic distributions such as the one in Figure 3 without knowing which user it belonged to, and asked to identify the users based on the topic distributions.
All participants managed to figure out which topic distribution belonged to which author for all author's, except the distributions of Taylor Swift and Justin Bieber, which were very similar, both having Topic 4 and 5 as most probable. The remaining author's had easily recognizable topic distributions, which was confirmed by the experiment.
The author-topic model proposed by Hong and Davison (2010) Table 3 : The ten topics generated for the Rosen-Zvi et al. (2004) author-topic model Figure 3 : Topic distribution for Obama gregated tweets for each user. Furthermore, new tweets for each author (which were not part of the training data) were downloaded, and the topic distribution inferred for each of the new tweets. Finally, the topic distribution for each user was calculated as the average topic distribution over all new tweets written by that user. Since a low number of topics produces too many topics containing the same popular words, 50 topics were used instead of the 10 in the previous experiments.
An example of the resulting topic mixtures for the authors can be seen in Figure 4 , with the most probable topics for each of the authors tabulated in Table 4 . As opposed to the previous topic mixtures, these topic mixtures generally had one topic that was much more probable than the remaining topics. Therefore, the diversity in the language by each author might not be captured as well by this model. On the other hand, the most probable Figure 4 : Obama's aggregated topics topic for each author generally describes the author with a high precision. It is therefore easier to distinguish Justin Bieber from Taylor Swift than it was in the previous experiment.
Discussion and conclusion
A topic modeling system for modeling tweet corpora was created, utilizing pooling techniques to improve the coherence and interpretability of standard topic models. The results indicate that techniques such as author aggregating and hashtag aggregation generate more coherent topics.
Various methods for estimating the optimal number of topics for tweets were tested. The Elbow method almost exclusively suggested a k value between 3 and 5, no matter how large or diverse the corpus was. The stability score (Greene et al., 2014) Table 4 : The most probable topic for the six authors inferred from aggregated topic distribution sity of tweets is likely the cause of this; the documents do not contain enough words to produce sufficient term co-occurrences. Hong and Davison (2010) found that 50 topics produced the optimal results for their author-topic model, although the optimal number of topics dependents on the diversity of the corpora. Thus k values of 10 and 50 were used in the experiments, with 50 for large corpora where a diverse collection of documents was expected.
Hashtag co-occurrences were used to divulge latent networks of topics and events in a collection of tweets. A hashtag aggregating technique was shown to mitigate the negative impacts sparse texts have on the coherence of a topic model. Hashtag aggregation technique is especially interesting, as it utilizes a specific metadata tag that is not present in standard documents. A hashtag aggregated topic model produced a much better coherence than the standard LDA variation for the same corpus; this is also consistent with recent research on topic models for microblogs. Two Author-topic models were used in our experiments, one using the Rosen-Zvi et al. (2004) topic model and the aggregated author-topic model proposed by Hong and Davison (2010) , both seeming to produce interpretable topics. It is worth noting that there is no standardized methods for evaluating topic models, as most quantitative ways try to estimate human judgement. Moreover, there is no precise definition of a gold standard for topic models, which makes the task of comparing and ranking topic models difficult. A combination of a computational method and human judgement was therefore used in the evaluations.
One way to extend the topic modeling system would be to apply online analysis by implementing automatic updates of a topic model, continuously extended by new tweets retrieved from the Twitter Streaming API. This would help in detect emerging events, in a fashion similar to Lau et al. (2012) . Moreover, Dynamic Topic Models could be considered to provide better temporal modeling of Twitter data. A limitation to topic modeling in general is the difficulties in evaluating the accuracy of the models. Computational methods try to simulate human judgement, which poses difficulties, as human judgement is not clearly defined. Further research could help provide better methods for evaluating topic models. In this paper, we aggregated tweets sharing authors and hashtags. Further work should look into other pooling schemes, and see how they compare to author and hashtag aggregation. One example would be to aggregate conversations on Twitter into individual documents. Tweets contain a lot of metadata that can aid the aggregation process.
